Abstract. Central Force Optimization is a global search and optimization algorithm that searches a decision space by flying "probes" whose trajectories are deterministically computed using two equations of motion. Because it is possible for a probe to fly outside the domain of feasible solutions, a simple errant probe retrieval method has been used previously that does not include the directional information contained in a probe's acceleration vector. This note investigates the effect of adding directionality to the "repositioning factor" approach. As a general proposition, it appears that doing so does not improve convergence speed or accuracy. In fact, adding directionality to the original errant probe retrieval scheme appears to be highly inadvisable. Nevertheless, there may be alternative probe retrieval schemes that do benefit from directional information, and the results reported here may assist in or encourage their development.
Introduction
This note makes some observations about the utility of including directional information in the errant probe repositioning scheme used in Central Force Optimization [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . CFO is a deterministic Nature-inspired global search and optimization metaheuristic that has been successfully applied to practical problems such as linear and circular array design [1, 5] , microstrip patch antenna design [15] , and matching network optimization [1] . CFO also has performed well on recognized benchmark functions compared to other state-ofthe-art algorithms [11] [12] [13] .
CFO searches a decision space Ω by flying "probes" whose trajectories are based on a metaphor drawn from gravitational kinematics. Because CFO's probes may fly outside Ω , a methodology is needed to deal with such errant probes.
In previous implementations they were placed inside Ω using a simple deterministic scheme based on the "repositioning factor," rep F , that does not include directional information. If any probe coordinate fell outside the decision space, then that coordinate was changed independently of the others, thereby losing the directional information contained in the acceleration that caused the probe to fly outside Ω in the first place.
It seems reasonable to speculate that retaining directionality would improve CFO's convergence by only truncating the errant probe's trajectory instead of changing its directional as well. This note takes a preliminary look at this question. It describes an errant probe methodology that combines the repositioning factor with acceleration directional information in order to investigate whether or not including directionality is beneficial. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, not only does including directional information fail to improve convergence, in most cases it is an impediment.
2.
The CFO Algorithm , where ) ,..., , ( CFO samples Ω by flying "probes" through it at a series of "time" steps (iterations). ) (x f r 's value, its fitness, is computed step-by-step at each probe's location which is Probe p 's motion in "CFO space" is computed from two deterministic "equations of motion" for the probe's trajectory and acceleration, respectively, as follows:
is the objective function's fitness at probe p 's location at time step 1 − j . Each of the other probes at that step (iteration) has associated with it fitness ; and accordingly it is set to zero. Note that these equations have been simplified as described in [12, 13] .
The Errant Probe Problem
The acceleration computed from eq. (2) may large enough that trajectory eq. (1) , and the process continued. This procedure improves Ω 's sampling by distributing errant probes throughout the decision space in an arbitrary but precise manner (see [10] for a more detailed discussion). At every step each probe's position is known exactly, so that every CFO run with the same setup parameters returns exactly the same results, thus preserving CFO's inherent determinism. What this scheme loses, however, is the directional information contained in the acceleration vector because a repositioned errant probe moves in a direction that generally is different from its initial trajectory.
Repositioning with Directional Information
The straight line defined by ) ( ) ( The new repositioning scheme used in this note consequently still utilizes rep F , but includes directionality follows: 
CFO Implementation
Pseudocode for this implementation is in Fig.2 [Appendix has core routine source code, and a complete electronic listing is available on request, rf2@ieee.org.]. Note that the user inputs only the decision space parameters and the objective function to be maximized. 
very large negative number, say,
Total number of probes: 
If
Compute fitness matrix for current probe distribution,
Compute accelerations using current probe distribution and fitnesses [eq. (2)]. [11] [12] [13] for details).
(ii) Retrieve errant probes [procedure Step (c)].
Next j
Results Table 1 shows results for CFO with and without directionality in the probe repositioning for a suite of 23 benchmark functions. It compares CFO directly to the Group Search Optimizer (GSO) algorithm [16, 17] and indirectly to Particle Swarm (PSO) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) algorithms, which were used in [16] for comparison with GSO. Details of the algorithms, the benchmark suite, and the experimental setup appear there.
The first CFO column shows results with the usual rep F repositioning scheme (eq. (3), no directional information, data reproduced from [13] ). The next two columns contain results for directional information using the scheme in eq. (4) applied in two ways: (i) at every step, and (ii) at every other step, respectively. The best fitnesses are highlighted in red, but no highlighting is applied if CFO and the best other algorithm (GSO, PSO, or GA) return essentially the same fitnesses. Note that performance of the other algorithms is described statistically because they are all inherently stochastic, whereas CFO's results are based on a single run because CFO is inherently deterministic.
eval N
is the total number of CFO function evaluations. Table 1 . CFO with/without directional information applied to GSO benchmarks.
-----Central Force Optimization -----
Reposition without Directional Info (3) Reposition with Directional Info (4) Reposition with Mixed Directional Info (5) (1) Negative of the functions in [16] are computed by CFO because CFO searches for maxima instead of minima. (2) Data reproduced from [16] . (3) Data reproduced from [13] . (4) Directional information used on every step. (5) Directional information used on alternate steps.
The (perhaps) surprising conclusion from these data is that, generally, adding directionality to the original rep F repositioning scheme does not improve convergence, either in terms of speed or accuracy. For the group of low dimensionality multimodal functions with few local maxima (F 14 -F 23 ), adding directionality at every step (Fig. 3) makes only a slight difference in convergence, with improvement on 6 of the 10 functions. A similar behavior occurs when directional information is applied on alternate steps (Fig. 4) , but the variability is greater, and in one case (F 15 ) the degradation is substantial. The story is quite different across the two high dimensionality function groups. Adding directionality on the unimodal functions (F 1 -F 7 ) significantly degrades convergence on five of them with essentially no change on one (F 7 ) and improvement by about a factor of 2 on another (F 4 ). This behavior is evident in both Figs. 3 and 4 . A similar trend is seen in the multimodal functions with many local maxima (F 8 -F 13 ) . Adding directional information, regardless of the method used, substantially degrades convergence on four functions (F 8 , F 10 , F 12 , F 13 ), while a moderate improvement is seen on one (F 11 ). On F 9 , directionality at every step results in significantly slower convergence, whereas adding it on alternate steps results in a modest improvement. The fitness data in Table 1 show that, for the most part, adding directional information does not materially improve CFO's accuracy. CFO's fitnesses were quite similar in all cases except two. On function F 3 , directionality at every step results in CFO's locating the known maximum exactly, and including it on alternate steps improves the fitness by more than two orders of magnitude. In this case, adding directional information has improved the accuracy substantially. But in marked contrast, adding directionality on F 5 yields very poor results. On this function, whose known maximum is zero, CFO returns a best fitness of -4.8623x10 -5 with no directional information. Adding directionality on alternate steps results in a fitness of -7.8625x10 -4 , which is worse by a factor of 16. And adding it at every step yields a fitness of -3.1836, which is worse yet, by a huge factor of 65,475. This example illustrates that including directionality in some cases can be a substantial impediment to CFO's performance. The conflicting results for F 3 and F 5 , which are quite disparate and no doubt a consequence of the functions' unusual topologies, suggests that a very cautious approach should be taken to including directionality in CFO.
Conclusion
This note compares CFO's performance using the original rep F errant probe retrieval scheme that contains no directional information and using a modified scheme that adds directionality in two ways: (i) at every step and (ii) at every other step. It was speculated that doing so would improve the algorithm's performance, both in terms of convergence speed and accuracy. But the results are somewhat surprising and decidedly contrary to that expectation. For the most part, adding directionality worsens convergence speed. In a very limited number of cases it materially improves speed; but, by far, in most cases convergence is substantially slower. The effect on CFO's accuracy is less pronounced, with the best fitnesses being the same or very similar across the great majority of test functions whether or not directionality is included. In two cases, significant changes are observed, one with a marked increase in accuracy, but the other with a far worse decrease in accuracy.
It appears that there is little if any benefit from adding directionality to CFO's original rep F repositioning scheme, and that doing so likely will slow convergence and, in some cases depending on the objective function's topology, will result in much worse accuracy. Of course, other completely different errant probe repositioning methodologies might benefit from probe directional information, and such different approaches should be developed and investigated. The results reported here hopefully will encourage work in this area.
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Ver. 2 ( Fig. 1 improved for Note: see references [11, 13] for complete listings that contain the procedures not included below. 
------------------------Miscellaneuous Setup Parameters -----------------------
LOCAL N%, i%, YN&, Neval&&, NevalTotal&&, BestNpNd%, NumTrajectories%, Max1DprobesPlotted%, LastStepBestRun&, Pass% 
' --------------------Global Constants ---------------------

--------------------------General Setup ----------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------CFO RUN PARAMETERS --------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------RUN CFO --------------------------------------------------------------------------
REDIM R(1 TO Np%, 1 TO Nd%, 0 TO Nt&), A(1 TO Np%, 1 TO Nd%, 0 TO Nt&), M(1 TO Np%, 0 TO Nt&) 're-initializes Position Vector/Acceleration/Fitness matrices to zero
CALL IPD(Np%,Nd%,Nt&,R(),Gamma) 'Probe Line IPD intersecting on diagonal at a point determined by Gamma NEXT j& 'END TIME STEP LOOP 
